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CTI Suzhou relies on Moog for automotive component durability testing 



	25 October, 2016

 


Centre Testing International Corporation (CTI) Suzhou has successfully completed powertrain mount durability and radiator/cooling fan tests with a customised Hydraulic Simulation Table (HST) delivered by Moog.



A leader in the China testing industry, CTI is a comprehensive third-party agency that specialises in testing, calibration, inspection, certification and technical services. As a vehicle components durability test service supplier, CTI required multi-axle road simulation testing capabilities for one of its most important customers in China, GM PATAC – a joint venture between General Motors and Shanghai Auto Group which has become one of the most renowned vehicle R&D institutes in China.

Stress-resistant hydrostatic jacks

The Hydraulic Simulation Table (HST) consists of a compact and light platform and base plates on which stress-resistant hydrostatic jacks are assembled with rods jutting from the jacks connected to the platform structure. In order to meet the specific needs of the application Moog engineers customised the system in several unique ways. To complete the test CTI prepared a vehicle half body, and powertrain assembly and pillars as fixtures for connecting test mounts (engine, transmission, rear end) with the HST. Moog designed one rotary actuator with a connection fixture that was used to add torque input to the engine to simulate engine torque output and add force on the test mounts at acceleration/deceleration events. An accessary electric heating system was also used to simulate the circumstance temperature of each mount area. Closed loop control of temperature was achieved by a heating gun PLC controller and temperature sensors, and the temperature set point was determined from thermal CAE analysis or Vehicle Real Road RLDA.

Another key innovation of the Hydraulic Simulation Table was the way the software is used to decrease the total road simulation durability test period while retaining road fatigue damage on the test mounts. During the mount durability test process, road raw data is collected from the proving ground for various rough road events through a data acquisition device with transducers put on key vehicle positions to obtain sufficient iteration response and correlation signal data. After obtaining the raw data, abnormal and smaller amplitude signals are analysed and deleted by assessing raw signal amplitude on the time history domain, PSD on the frequency domain, and rain flow/pseudo damage on the fatigue domain.

Application technical support

The solution, using a customised Moog HST, would not have been possible without strong application technical support and consultation from the Moog technical team based in China, and the close collaboration between CTI and Moog throughout the rig’s development. For this complex testing need, CTI turned to Moog, due in large part, to Moog’s reputation for outstanding local client support backed by a global team of experts. The flexible design of the Moog family of HST systems also allowed for easy integration and a smaller footprint. The HST system was designed on a proven platform of advanced building blocks which deliver leading levels of performance and reliability in an efficient package that can be easily customized to meet the needs of CTI.



“We were looking for a solution to a particularly complex durability test which we needed to perform for one of our key customers,” said Lilac Lai, Key account manager, CTI Suzhou. “Moog’s approach of providing collaborative support through their expert team in China allowed us to comprehensively communicate our goals for the project, and also allowed Moog to translate this vision into customised solutions that met our needs, so that we were able to deliver on our commitments to our customer.”

Moog worked closely in partnership with CTI Suzhou, collaborating through all stages of the project – consulting on the solution design, providing expert installation, and commissioning services to ensure the solution was a match for client needs and goals. The end result was a hydraulic simulation table that was able to successfully provide powertrain mount durability testing and cooling fan and radiator assembly durability testing.



Will Opie, general manager of Moog’s global testing business commented: “Moog is a large global company. We have experts and facilities around the world that are dedicated to supporting our customers. Meanwhile we provide rapid local support from the teams located close to our customers who can call on resources and experts from our wider global organisation. For CTI and our other Chinese customers, this means rapid local support backed up by our global team of experts.”



About Moog

Moog Inc. is a worldwide designer, manufacturer and integrator of precision control components and systems. Moog Industrial Group designs and manufactures high performance motion control products, solutions and services combining electric, hydraulic, and hybrid technologies with expert consultative support in a range of applications in energy, industrial machinery, simulation and test markets. We help performance-driven companies to design and develop their next-generation equipment. Moog Industrial Group, with fiscal year 2015 sales of USD 522 million and over 40 locations worldwide, is part of Moog Inc., which has sales of USD $2.53 billion.

www.moog.com/flightsimulation

About Centre Testing International (CTI)

Centre Testing International Corporation (CTI), a publicly traded company on the Chinese Stock Exchange, is a leading Chinese product testing, inspection, certification, and consulting firm. Providing comprehensive services for virtually all consumer products, CTI ensures quality and enables companies to sell their products to markets worldwide. CTI performs product testing on industries not limited to: electrical and electronic products, toys, footwear, textiles, leather, automobiles, food, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and hardlines. Headquartered in Shenzhen, China, CTI possesses over 30 branches in mainland China alone, as well as branches in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, UK, Germany and North America to respond to the needs of a global economy.

www.cti-cert.com/en
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